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Hyper Consumerism Sacrifice of 
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Mindful Consumption
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• Always-on behavioral pulse, analyzed in real time

• 700 million social interactions analyzed

• Quarterly consumer study, 11,000 respondents to date

• 100 brands indexed across key industries

• Brand diagnostics, assessing behavioral metrics and marketing drivers
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The initial pause has now given 

way to changes in the way we 

think and a heightened urgency 

and awareness of our behaviors.
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say science will save us.

say we will save ourselves.

say government will save us.



Source:  HHBI, HBR

of Gen Z and Millennials said 

they view brands that 

support protesters on social 

media more favorably.



say they will permanently 

change the way they live 

because of what is

happening now.



— Tim Cook
Apple, Inc.







THEN NOW

More likely to talk about 

activists and supporters

Timeframe: March-July vs. August–September 2020

More likely to talk about

rioters and protesters
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Source: HHBI, September 2020

WORRIED ABOUT

• Safety

• Healthcare expenses

• Job loss

• Extended economic 

disruption

• Inequality

• Humanity





ANGER FEAR UNCERTAINTY HOPE JOY
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Source: HHBI, August 2020



are angrier

are more fearful

are more uncertain

significantly less hopeful



more likely to talk about anxiety than men

more worried than men

more fearful than men

less likely than men to try something new
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Source: HHBI, August 2020
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Source: HHBI, August 2020
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are more willing to explore new 

things compared to last year.





SOCIETY

“We can’t move ahead 

without each other”

WORK

“There are better 

ways of working”

ENTERTAINMENT

“We need more play 

in our lives”

MONEY

“My money is fragile”

CONSUMERISM

“What I choose to buy matters”

SCIENCE

“We’re not as 

advanced as we 

thought”

HEALTH

“I am my own defense”

Source: HHBI, August 2020

THE

Realization of our vulnerability 

and changeability that sets off 

a continuous discovery of what 

really matters in our lives and 

leads us to new behaviors.



are more mindful of everyday actions.

The places I go

My health and wellness

My everyday actions

The people I connect with

The political leaders I support

Social causes

The brands I choose

Q: Because of all that has happened in the last few months, how mindful are you when it comes to each of the following? 7 pt scale, Top 2 box



Connecting and socializing with friends and family

Leisure travel

Personal entertainment

How you shop for groceries

Family entertainment

How you shop for clothes

Planning for the holiday season

Living within a budget

Managing your health or the health of your family through diet,…

Buying gifts for family and friends for the holiday season

Planning investments with the future in mind

Making home improvements, renovations or redecorating your home

How you shop for personal care products or cosmetics

How you shop for home improvement and home decor items

Volunteering my time

Business travel

Buying gifts for myself for the holiday season

Shopping for over-the-counter medicines and vitamin supplements

Managing your health or the health of your family with the help of a…

Making charitable contributions

Making a vehicle purchase

Shopping for prescription medicines

Buying insurance for myself or family

% REPORTING A ‘GREAT DEAL OF CHANGE’



Making home improvements, renovations or redecorating your home

Managing your health or the health of your family through diet, nutrition, or exercise

Managing your health or the health of your family with the help of a health app

Making charitable contributions

Planning investments with the future in mind

How you shop for groceries

How you shop for home improvement and home decor items

Shopping for prescription medicines

How you shop for personal care products or cosmetics

Volunteering my time

Shopping for over-the-counter medicines and vitamin supplements

Buying gifts for myself for the holiday season

Personal entertainment

Making a vehicle purchase

Family entertainment

Buying gifts for family and friends for the holiday season

How you shop for clothes

Buying insurance for myself or family

Business travel

Planning for the holiday season

Living within a budget

Connecting and socializing with friends and family

Leisure travel

% LOVE / HATE THE CHANGE Base: Feeling  of uncertainty



60% increase in sales since 
the start of the pandemic.

Shares are at a 19-year high.
On target to grow by 55% 
before Covid hit. Now on 

track to grow 75%.



It’s not just about price, there are 
more fulfilling reasons.

It's Necessary

It's More Enjoyable

It's Smarter

It's Fun

It's Safer

The Old Ways Don't Work Anymore

It's Easier

It's Cheaper

Q: Why are you more likely to try new things now, compared to the past few months or last year? Base-41% likely to try new ways.







are trying new ways to 

entertain themselves

and their families.

of those under 40

love the changes.



New ways to keep myself and my family entertained

New ways to keep me and my family healthy

New online sites I bought from

New brands other than what I usually buy

New retailers or stores than where I usually shop

Q: Because of all that has happened in America in the last few months, have you tried any of the following?



increase in connected TV viewing YOY.

New players added to an already exploding behavioral trend.

Source: HHBI, Brightcove



Tweet volume is up significantly
for the category.

Gaming

Movies

Music

Television

Source: Twitter 2020 vs. 2019 volume



Nostalgic stories of resilience. Nonfiction, documentary accounts of why we act the way we do.

NYT Bestseller NYT BestsellerNetflix Top 10 in U.S.Netflix Top 10 in U.S.





Virtual reopening weekend saw a

for the NBA compared to the 2019 
Christmas games, when the league 
typically sees the most conversation.



Ask a strategist to calculate market cap increases for entertainment, entertainment tech companies? (Netflix, Disney, Sony, Samsung, etc.)







Source: HHBI, September 2020



are thinking of leaving the workplace, 
primarily due to childcare responsibilities.

Longer-term implications could include an 
even greater wage gap and insufficient 
retirement funds.

Source: HHBI, McKinsey



of consumers are less likely to 

splurge on a major purchase.

delayed a vehicle purchase 

because of the pandemic.



of consumers plan to

on the holidays in 2020. 



will limit gifts to only close 

family and friends.

will buy fewer gifts overall.



do not plan on traveling 

this holiday season.







The key will be to innovate ways to create a compelling customer 
experience outside the physical store.

increase in grocery DTCincrease in pets DTCincrease in fitness DTC
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Behavior Strategy Audit

Empathy Program Opportunity Growth Acceleration Opportunity

Action Program Opportunity





Google

Amazon

Samsung

Disney

Dove

Target

Nike

Paypal

Home Depot

Apple

Sony

Teladoc

LG

Visa

HeadSpace

Levi's

THE TOP 15TH PERCENTILE

ADJECTIVE

Able to influence someone

to behave in a particular way.



EMPATHY ACTION MOTIVATION



ACTION

Apple  Tesla

EMPATHY



ACTION

AIRBNB MARRIOTT

EMPATHY





hartehanks.com


